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Introduction

To improve our understanding of the nu-
clear interaction and to explore the related
applications, it is important to study struc-
ture and decay properties of variety of nuclei.
The nuclei at proton drip-line mostly decay
by proton emission which is a very interest-
ing example of quantum mechanical tunnel-
ing through the Coulomb barrier. The associ-
ated half-lives range from nanoseconds to sec-
onds. In many cases, the rotational spectra
are also measured in coincidence with the pro-
ton emission. Hence a rich information about
the structure and decay is available for these
exotic nuclei far from stability.
We theoretically investigate the structure
and decay properties of triaxially deformed
proton emitting nuclei within a microscopic
nonadiabatic quasiparticle approach utilizing
the experimental core energies. This is a fully
quantum mechanical approach where we need
not assume a (semi-classical) moment of iner-
tia. We have termed this approach as modified
particle-rotor model (MPRM)[1].

Formalism

Hamiltonian for the triaxially deformed
particle-plus-rotor system is given by

H = Hav +Hpair +Hrot, (1)

where eigenvalue of Hav + Hpair corresponds
to quasiparticle energy εq. The Hamilto-
nian for a triaxial rotor is given by Hrot =
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∑
k=1,2,3

~2R2k
2Ik
, with angular momentum R

and moment of inertia I. The wavefunction
of this system at position ~r and orientation ω
can be written by [2]

ΨIM (~r, ω) =
∑

ljRτ

φIljRτ (r)

r
|ljRτ, IM〉, (2)

where I is the total angular momentum of the
particle-plus-rotor system with M and K its
projections on z-axis (laboratory frame) and
third axis (body-fixed frame), respectively. l
and j are the orbital and total angular mo-
menta of the particle.
The matrix elements of the rotor Hamilto-
nian in K representation can be written as

〈ljΩp′K
′, IM |Hrot|ljΩpK, IM〉 =

∑

RKR′KR

AIK
′

jΩp′RKR′

∑

i

cRiKR′ETRic
Ri
KR
AIKjΩpRKR ,

=WK
′K

jΩp′Ωp . (3)

Here, Ω is the projection of j and KR is the
projection of R. Amplitude A is used to trans-
form the matrix elements from R representa-
tion to K representation. The quantity ETRi
represents the total energy of rotor. For a
given value of R, i labels the different eigen-
states with cRiKR specifying the contribution of
each KR. The matrix elements for the total
Hamiltonian H (1) can be written in terms of
the coupling matrix W (3) as

〈q′K ′, IM |H|qK, IM〉 = εq δK′Kδq′q

+
∑

ljΩp′Ωp

WK
′K

jΩp′Ωp ×
∫
drfuvφ

IK′∗
ljΩp′
(r)φIKljΩp(r).

(4)
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FIG. 1: Rotational spectra of 144Dy and 147Tm
calculated by using modified particle-rotor model.
The grey lines correspond to the experimental
spectra for 144Dy [4] and 147Tm [5].

Here, fuv is the factor to transform the matrix
elements from particle states to quasiparticle
states. Single-particle occupation and unoc-
cupation probabilities are given by v and u,
respectively.
With the wavefunction of the particle-plus-
rotor system calculated from Eq. (4), the de-
cay width for the triaxial odd-A nucleus can be
calculated from the relation given in Ref. [3].

Results
We have calculated the structure and de-

cay properties of triaxially deformed proton
emitter 147Tm with MPRM. Both the ground
and isomeric states of 147Tm are proton emit-
ting states [6]. The experimental data of its
core 146Er is not available. We use the data of
next nearest core 144Dy in the particle-plus-
rotor calculations with MPRM. In Fig. 1, the
rotational spectra of negative parity ground
and positive parity isomeric states of 147Tm
with rotor 144Dy are presented. The better
agreement of the calculated results with the
experimental data are obtained at triaxial de-
formation γ = 25◦ and quadrupole deforma-
tion β2 = 0.21. The signature partner of nega-
tive parity ground state band is also observed
and we have reproduced this band with our
MPRM. A gamma transition of 587 keV is ob-
served in Argonne National Laboratory [6] be-

tween the two isomeric states of 147Tm by us-
ing the recoil decay tagging method. The an-
gular momentum of those isomeric states are
not reliably assigned. We have successfully re-
produced the decay width of ground state pro-
ton emission from 11/2− state with MPRM.
The calculated decay width from both the
isomeric states 3/2+ and 5/2+ corresponds
to the observed data for the lower triaxial-
ity (γ . 30◦). For γ & 30◦, decay width
calculated for 3/2+ state goes away form the
experimental data. From Fig. 1, it can be ob-
served that 5/2+ is the lowest energy state and
also the energy difference between the 5/2+

and 9/2+ states corresponds to the observed
gamma.

Conclusion
With MPRM we could successfully repro-
duced the rotational spectra of proton emit-
ting parent 147Tm with its core 144Dy. The
angular momentum states 11/2− and 5/2+

can be assigned unambiguously as the proton
emitting ground and isomeric states, respec-
tively for the triaxial nucleus 147Tm.
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